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This article describes the first part of a study aiming at adapting the mechanical car door construc-

tion to the drivers’ expectancies in terms of perceived quality of cars deduced from car door sounds.

A perceptual cartography of car door sounds is obtained from various listening tests aiming at

revealing both ecological and analytical properties linked to evoked car quality. In the first test na-

ive listeners performed absolute evaluations of five ecological properties (i.e., solidity, quality,

weight, closure energy, and success of closure). Then experts in the area of automobile doors cate-

gorized the sounds according to organic constituents (lock, joints, door panel), in particular whether

or not the lock mechanism could be perceived. Further, a sensory panel of naive listeners identified

sensory descriptors such as classical descriptors or onomatopoeia that characterize the sounds,

hereby providing an analytic description of the sounds. Finally, acoustic descriptors were calculated

after decomposition of the signal into a lock and a closure component by the Empirical Mode

Decomposition (EMD) method. A statistical relationship between the acoustic descriptors and

the perceptual evaluations of the car door sounds could then be obtained through linear regression

analysis. VC 2014 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4883364]

PACS number(s): 43.50.Pn, 43.50.Qp, 43.60.Wy, 43.66.Lj [BSF] Pages: 226–241

I. INTRODUCTION

Impact sounds associated with a human action have the

distinct characteristic of transmitting to the listener, within a

very short time frame, a wealth of information regarding the

action and its context. Examples of such impact sounds

abound: Sherlock Holmes tapping on walls to uncover hid-

den compartments (cited by Van den Doel and Pai, 1996) or

potential car buyers tapping on the dashboard to verify the

quality of a vehicle they would like to purchase. But how do

listeners attribute meaning to these impact signals that mark

their actions?

Here, we investigate the perception of one particular

kind of impact sounds, namely, sounds produced when clos-

ing car doors (also referred to here as door-closure sounds).

A customer in a car dealership tests the car door and per-

ceives that the door is closed based on the sound of it clos-

ing. This sound also evokes for the client complex

inferences regarding the quality and soundness of the vehi-

cle, features to which the manufacturer pays special atten-

tion. Translating such complex cues into technical

specifications is not an easy task. Characterizing a perceived

quality on the basis of certain features extracted from the

sound signal constitutes a first stage in the process which, if

followed by the characterization of the organic sources and

the acoustic transfer, could yield the desired technical speci-

fications. This study focuses on this first stage, which aims at

understanding what one perceives when hearing the door

closure sound and extracting from the acoustic signal the

underlying acoustic features that make it possible to predict

the evocations induced by such sounds.

Investigations of door-closure sounds have already been

undertaken from different view-points by several manufac-

turers. These studies have either focused on perceptual judg-

ments, on acoustical phenomena or on the perceived impact

of direct modifications on the physical sources of the car

door. In the perceptual studies, the sounds are either charac-

terized by their loudness (Hojberg, 1991; Fridrich, 1999),

their pitch (Fridrich, 2007) or by multiple impacts linked to

the lock and the door panel (Malen and Hancock, 1995;

Champagne and Amman, 1995; Petniunas et al., 1999;

Blommer et al., 2005; Hamilton, 1999). Kuwano et al.
(2006) presented a study of subjective impressions of car

door sounds using semantic differential with a predefined ad-

jective scale showing coherent quality evaluations across

subjects. Signal analyses have revealed the presence of

impacts and vibrations, but very few specific acoustic param-

eters explaining the perceived phenomena are identified

(Scholl and Amman, 1999). One study (Parizet et al., 2008)

used timbre parameters, frequency balance, and cleanness

(only one temporal event is required) to predict preference
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ratings. This approach is based on paired comparison listen-

ing tests for similarity and quality ratings of 12 sounds and

on the statistical links between signal parameters and per-

ceptual dimensions. In a recent study, Shin et al. (2013)

related the spectral kurtosis to door closure signals proc-

essed by an auditory filter model in order to objectively

quantify the sound quality of door-closure sounds. Finally,

by directly modifying the physical car door sources (joints,

lock mechanisms, door panel), the weight of the car door

was found to influence the perceived quality (Scholl and

Amman, 1999).

By means of experiments or expert listening, these pub-

lications provide mechanical solutions to improve the sound

quality, or signal indicators (loudness, frequency ratio) and

signal analysis methods (wavelet transformation, percentile

frequency method), which contribute to the understanding of

signal morphologies that influence the sound quality.

However, none of them propose a model that generally well

predicts the sound quality ratings of a large number of door

closure sounds. It appears that providing robust predictions

of perceptual properties does not sufficiently account for

why the sound is well perceived or otherwise. We assume

that a better description of the percept of the door closure

sound is necessary and that a first step should consist in

being able to distinguish a good versus a bad door-closure

sound before attempting to link sound quality to signal pa-

rameters. The perceptual properties reflected by a sound

quality are best evaluated using a battery of perceptual tests.

Following this, a link can be established between these prop-

erties and the evoking of a quality, on the one hand, and

between the perceptual properties and the acoustic corre-

lates, on the other hand, to identify in fine, the signal indica-

tors that best characterize the percept of the door-closure

sound.

When investigating the perceptual evaluations of

sounds, it is important to be aware of the fact that listeners

may focus on different aspects. Gaver (1993b,a) distin-

guished ecological or everyday listening from analytical or

musical listening. Everyday listening is the experience of

hearing events in the world rather than sounds per se. He

suggested that, with ecological listening, a sound contains

information regarding the event, the place, and the environ-

ment, and drawing from the ecological approach to percep-

tion, he went on to propose a new framework for describing

sounds on the basis of the attributes related to the source.

In the case of ecological listening of a simple source,

the listener pays attention to the sound producing object,

such as its size (Lakatos et al., 1997) and the material of

which it is composed (McAdams et al., 2004; Giordano and

McAdams, 2006; Aramaki et al., 2011). In the case of more

complex situations reflecting for instance interactions

between sound sources, the listener perceives properties

related to the event as a whole. Warren and Verbrugge

(1984) showed that objects that bounce and break can be dis-

tinguished by listeners with a high degree of accuracy, while

Repp (1987) revealed that subjects were able to recognize

their own recorded clapping and the hand position from

recordings when someone else is clapping. More recently,

Thoret et al. (2014) showed that subjects were able to

recognize biological motions and certain shapes from fric-

tion sounds produced when a person is drawing on a paper.

The ability to identify physical sources also depends on

the experience of the listener: A car mechanic can repair a

mechanical problem using the sound of the motor, similarly

a doctor can detect an abnormal sound in a patient’s heart-

beat (examples cited in McAdams and Bigand, 1993).

Therefore, in an industrial context, to determine precisely

the links between the percept and the mechanical aspect, it

could prove helpful to draw on the experience of professio-

nals who are expert listeners of the sources on which they

work.

These examples illustrate the listeners’ capacity, when

presented with complex sounds, to perceive with ease their

properties and the events related to them, in other words, to

decode the origin of the sounds. This perception of ecologi-

cal properties is, in all these examples, dependent upon the

listener’s need to make sense of their environment (and to

survive in it).

In the case of analytical listening, the listener will focus

on intrinsic sound properties linked, for instance, to loud-

ness, pitch, and timbre rather than trying to identify the

sound producing source and its properties. Electroacoustic

composers have widely exploited this aspect by using so-

called abstract sounds (for which the source cannot be easily

recognized) to help listeners focus on intrinsic sound proper-

ties (Merer et al., 2011; Schaeffer, 1966). The identification

of analytical properties is also very interesting from a scien-

tific point of view, since a bridge between these properties

and the acoustic signal can more easily be formed than

between ecological properties and the signal.

Sensory analysis is one method that can be used for

evaluating the analytical properties of a group of sounds, and

as such it serves as an alternative to dissimilarity evaluations

and semantic differential rating. Its strength lies in its ability

to identify well defined perceptual dimensions without the

need for a priori knowledge of their continuous or categori-

cal nature. In addition, sensory analysis permits the evalua-

tion of a large number of sounds as opposed to dissimilarity

testing which only allows for a reduced number of evalua-

tions due to the paired comparison procedure that causes the

number of evaluations to grow rapidly with the number of

stimuli. Finally, sensory analysis carries out its analysis

essentially by analytical listening.

The method of sensory analysis was introduced by the

agri-food industry, and it still remains little used in psycho-

acoustics (Roussarie et al., 2004; Poirson, 2006). It involves

the identification of the sensory descriptors characterizing a

group of sounds and of the evaluation of the sounds using

each of these descriptors. Onomatopoeias are often recruited

as descriptors in sensory analysis, for example, the sound of

a motor could be described as “ON” “AN” (Roussarie et al.,
2004; Sciabica et al., 2009). They provide a means of study-

ing the analytical characterization of sounds. An example of

this is the analogy between guitar sounds and vocal sounds

that has proved fruitful in the synthesis of guitar sounds

using vocal imitation (Traube and Depalle, 2004; Traube

and D’Alessandro, 2005). Similarly, vocal imitations have

recently been used to extract relevant features of kitchen
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sounds (Lemaitre et al., 2011). It was revealed here that

vocal imitations enabled the listener to recover most of the

imitated sounds (except for liquid sounds) and that acoustic

features responsible for the sound event recognition also

could be identified and used to predict the categorization of

the referent sounds.

As already mentioned, analytical sound properties give

a closer description of the perceptually relevant parameters

of the acoustic signal than ecological sound properties and is

therefore essential when a link between perceptual evalua-

tions and the acoustic signal is sought. These properties can

also to some extent guide the signal analysis process like for

instance when the evaluations are to be interpreted in terms

of timbre, frequency, or loudness variations or when separate

sources are identified and described by the listeners. In such

cases, a decomposition of the signal can be useful before the

acoustic descriptors are calculated and correlated with the

perceptual evaluations. Knowledge of the auditory periph-

eral system can also be useful prior to calculating descriptors

as seen in Freed (1990) who processed sounds of impacting

pans with the Stautner (1983) model, which constitutes a fil-

tering by critical bands as defined by Moore and Glasberg

(1983). Giordano and McAdams (2006) simulated the aver-

age outer ear through filtering and the cochlea by gamma-

tone filters, as defined by Patterson et al. (1995), to process

signals of impacted materials before calculating the acoustic

descriptors. In this particular study, we separated the signal

in two parts according to the sensory analysis that revealed

two important components of the door-closure sound,

namely the lock mechanism and the resonance from the door

itself. The Empirical Mode Decomposition method intro-

duced by Huang et al. (1998) turned out to be a satisfactory

method for such decomposition, possibly because it uses a

constant Df/f filtering analogous to the functioning of the

basilar membrane of the ear (Moore and Glasberg, 1983).

From an acoustical point of view, previous analyses on

impact sounds have revealed two important physical aspects

vis �a vis the ear, i.e., the damping law, which characterizes

the behavior of matter, and the distribution and number of

frequency components that are most typical, given the geo-

metric form of the source (Wildes and Richards, 1988; Lutfi

and Oh, 1997; Klatzky and Pai, 2000; Aramaki and

Kronland-Martinet, 2006; Aramaki et al., 2007). The spec-

tral distribution of energy depends upon the stimulation. The

greater the amount of energy produced by an impact, the

greater the number of modes stimulated. When modal den-

sity is high, individual components are not distinguishable

and can be considered as a stochastic process with a given

spectral distribution and a damping law characteristic of the

material in question. Particular attention should therefore be

given to these aspects when searching for a relation between

the acoustic descriptors of the car door and the perceptual

evaluations that enable the prediction of perceived quality.

In the first part of this paper, ecological properties of

door closure sounds identified through a series of listening

tests with naive and expert listeners are presented. In the sec-

ond part analytical sound properties are investigated through

sensory analysis. Links between the analytical and ecologi-

cal properties are then established. Further, acoustic signal

descriptors of each of these contributions are calculated in

order to propose a prediction model of the perceptual proper-

ties based on linear combinations of the acoustic descriptors.

A complete characterization of the perceptual properties and

acoustic correlates concludes this article.

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF DOOR-CLOSURE
SOUNDS BY ECOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

The perception of environmental sounds occurs essen-

tially in a natural setting. Qualitative studies resemble most

closely a natural context: Subjects are presented with an

object and react to it in a natural manner without focusing on

its sound. In a preliminary qualitative study, a description of

how a door-closure sound is perceived was put forward by

inspecting subjects’ interaction with vehicles of different

brands in a show-room (internal report). We gathered

reports, recordings, verbatim of their thoughts regarding the

most relevant intrinsic properties and associations to

describe door-closure sounds. We found that listening to the

sounds in a real context evoked impressions of solidity and,

on a more general level, impressions of quality. In addition

to these impressions, the sounds reflected the natural proper-

ties characterizing the source event, such as the efficacy of

the gesture (e.g., the door is fully closed), specific informa-

tion regarding the object (e.g., the weight of the door), and

specific information regarding the action (e.g., the energy

used in closing the door).

A. Ecological properties from naive listeners

Having identified the ecological properties in context,

laboratory-based experiments were set up to study, in a

detailed and quantitative manner, listeners’ natural evalua-

tion of a corpus of representative sounds.

1. Stimuli

To obtain a corpus of door-closure sounds that at best

represents any car door sound, internal experts from the PSA

company were asked to judge a large number of cars (span-

ning from high to low quality cars and from small to large

sizes) to select the most varied sounds.

The door-closure sounds were measured outside the ve-

hicle, with all windows closed and in a Semi-Anechoic

Chamber (SAC). A HEAD Acoustics dummy head was used

to record the door-closure sounds. The acoustic head was

placed outside of the vehicle in the natural position of some-

one closing the door. It was mounted on a stand at a height

of 1.6 m, at a distance of 0.7 m at the exterior of the door and

0.4 m behind it, and at an angle of 45�.
Sounds from both the front and rear doors of nine

vehicles of different brands and segments (i.e., size of the

vehicle) were hereby selected for the experiment.

2. Subjects

Two experiments were effectuated on two groups of

subjects. In the first group, 120 subjects, were recruited (72

male and 48 female); 48 subjects were less than 35 yr, 48

were between 35 and 50 yr, and 24 were older than 50 yr. In
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the second group, 80 subjects were recruited (48 male and 32

female); 20 subjects were less than 35 yr, 40 were between 35

and 50 yr, and 20 were older than 50 yr. All owned vehicles

bought within the last 4 yr. Half of the subjects were owners

of a vehicle from the PSA Peugeot Citroen group, the other

half owned other brands. Half owned a vehicle of segment B

(vehicles of type Peugeot 208, Citroen C3), the other half

owned a vehicle of segment M (vehicles of type Citroen C4

and C5, Peugeot 3008). The subjects were paid for their

participation.

3. Procedure

All listening sessions were carried out in a room with

low ambient noise-level using a Hewlett Packard Personal

computer, Head Acoustics PEQ IV pre-amplifiers, and Head

Acoustics HA II electrostatic headphones. The listening was

binaural.

In these two experiments, the stimuli were evaluated on

the basis of the five perceptual properties; closure energy,

quality, solidity, weight of the door, and effectiveness of the

door closing action. In the first experiment, the 120 subjects

of the first group were asked to evaluate the sounds on the

basis of the closure energy. The four remaining properties

were evaluated on the same sounds by the 80 subjects of the

second group. Note that the closure energy was evaluated by

a separate group for practical reasons. In fact, this evaluation

was made at an earlier stage during an investigation on the

relation between the gesture and the closure velocity.

The closure energy, quality, solidity, and weight of the

door were evaluated on continuous scales. The closure energy

scale ranged from “gently” to “forcefully” (in response to the

question “Listening to the sound of the door closing, do you

think the door was closed gently or forcefully?”). The quality

scale ranged from “very low quality” to “very high quality,”

the solidity scale ranged from “not at all solid” to “very sol-

id,” the door weight scale ranged from “very light” to “very

heavy.” The success of door closure was evaluated on a cate-

gorical scale of four modalities, i.e., “strongly disagree,”

“inclined to disagree,” “inclined to agree,” “strongly agree”

(in response to the question “Do you think the door is fully

closed?”). The graphical user interfaces (GUI) used for these

evaluations were either designed in Labview or Fizz. Three

representative examples of car door-closure sounds were first

presented to familiarize the subjects with the stimuli before

the test started. Then the stimuli were presented in random

order using a Latin squares design.

4. Results

The judgments made using the continuous scale (rang-

ing from 0 to 10) were analyzed using Ascendant

Hierarchical Classification (AHC) while the judgment of the

door-closure effectiveness, evaluated on a categorical scale,

was analyzed by a v2 test.

The subjects’ continuous evaluations (door closure

energy, quality, solidity, and weight of the door) revealed a

mutual agreement between subjects (Duncan comparison

indicate that there is no significant differences between the

judgments of the two subject classes identified as best by

AHC). The mean evaluations and the associated Duncan

classes are presented in Fig. 1. For all the properties

FIG. 1. Evaluations of quality, solidity, energy of closure and door weight. The horizontal bars group those stimuli whose discrimination does not reach signif-

icance according to the 5% Duncan test. Note that sounds s27 to s30 (white bars) are not considered in this study, since they were not tested with respect to the

door closure energy.
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considered, the stimuli were very well discriminated and dis-

tributed over the rating scales. The selected properties are

thus meaningful in the characterization of our sound corpus.

Pearson’s correlations between the continuous properties

reveal that solidity is strongly related to quality (r¼ 0.75)

and to the door weight (r¼ 0.90), while it is not correlated to

the closure energy (r¼ 0.08). There is a medium correlation

between quality and door weight (r¼ 0.46), and a negative

medium correlation between the quality and the closure

energy (r¼�0.50).

The door-closure effectiveness was evaluated on a scale

of four modalities. The first two modalities consider the door

as badly closed, and the second two consider it as fully

closed. The subjects’ responses, summed over modality

pairs, were analyzed by a v2 test. Five door-closure sounds

(s12, s16, s21, s24, and s25) did not evoke the association of

a fully closed door and two of them (s12, s21) were clearly

identified as originating from badly closed doors (despite

being fully closed when originally measured).

By employing the perceptual properties used for the

direct evaluation during the previously presented tests, we

ensured that the door-closure sounds could be well discrimi-

nated and in a consensual manner. This also reassured us as

to the relevance of these properties for describing the door-

closure sound and their possible evaluation in a laboratory

setting.

B. Ecological properties from expert listeners

Depending on the expertise of the listener, the properties

perceived vary in the preciseness of their relevance to the

source. In a qualitative study, a “naive” subject will listen to

the global event, extracting the information useful for his/her

needs, such as deciding if the door is fully closed or if it is

heavy. An expert in the area of automobile openings has dif-

ferent requirements and will decompose the sound into its

organic constituents (e.g., lock or joints). Therefore, we

make the distinction between “naive” ecological listening

and “expert” ecological listening.

1. Experts

Four experts on car door manufacturing and acoustics

employed by the PSA Peugeot Citroen group (mean age 45

yr) participated in the experiment. All the participants were

male and were not paid for their participation.

2. Procedure

The experts were asked to evaluate the 26 door-closure

sounds used in the previous experiment by informal listening

tests. The experiment took place in a room with low ambient

noise-level using a Hewlett Packard Personal computer,

Head Acoustics PEQ IV preamplifiers, and Head Acoustics

HA II electrostatic headphones. The listening was binaural

and they could listen to the sounds as often as they wished.

The experts were asked to use their own criteria (in

terms of the lock mechanism, vibrations, joint noise, door

rod noise, ringing tones, etc.) that they normally apply to

characterize door-closure sounds in situ during a standard

working situation. The sounds were presented randomly and

the experts entered their descriptions directly in a text file on

the computer. The experts finally took counsel together and

managed without difficulty to deliver one global judgment of

the stimuli.

3. Results

Two main aspects turned out to be important among the

experts, i.e., the lock noise and the door panel contribution.

According to these perceived elements, three categories of

door-closure sounds resulted from this experiment:

(1) sounds representing mainly the sound of the lock (“lock

sound”: s1, s6, s7, s12, s16, s17, s18, s26);

(2) sounds representing a mixture of the sound of the lock

and the impact of the door panel (“lock/closure sound”:

s2, s4, s5, s8, s9, s10, s11, s13, s14, s15, s21, s24);

(3) sounds in which the sound of the lock was not distinctly

heard so that only the impact of the door panel was per-

ceived (“closure sounds”: s3, s9, s20, s22, s23, s25).

In addition, certain specific observations (specificities)

regarding certain door-closure sounds were made. In two

sounds the movement of the notches of the locks could be

heard separately with ease (s12, s16). A sound related to the

joints was heard in sound s24. Sounds s21 and s25 contained

vibrations.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF DOOR-CLOSURE SOUND
BY ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES

In the previous section, we saw that evocations linked to

natural properties of sounds (such as perceived quality or so-

lidity) can be revealed through qualitative studies. To obtain

a perceptual description of analytical sound properties that

refer to more low-level perceptually relevant signal parame-

ters, alternative experimental protocols are needed. Previous

studies have used particular stimuli such as abstract sounds

for which the source cannot be easily recognized in order to

induce analytic listening. In a study on the attribution of

meaning of sounds, abstract sounds were used in a word-

sound priming experiment using the event-related brain

potential (ERP) method. Results showed that a conceptual

relation between words and sounds also takes place when

subjects focus on analytical sound properties (Sch€on et al.,
2010). Abstract sounds were also used to assess abnormal

perceptual experiments in schizophrenia (SCZ). Results

highlighted ambivalence in familiarity and bizarreness in

SCZ that might be due to the coactivation of ecologic and

analytic listening in a conflicting way (Micoulaud-Franchi

et al., 2012). Finally, in a study on perceived motion of

sounds, abstract sounds were used to identify motion catego-

ries and propose intuitive control parameters for synthesizing

sounds evoking motion (Merer et al., 2011; Merer et al.,
2013).

For other types of sounds such as the ones we are deal-

ing with in this study, alternative approaches that incite the

subjects to focus on intrinsic sound properties should be

proposed. One such approach is the sensory metrology

method that consists in training a group of people to
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identify a set of descriptors (acoustic or onomatopoeia) to

characterize the sounds. In the present section, we first

present this method and how analytical properties can be

identified before we describe how these properties can be

linked to the ecological properties found in the previous

section.

A. Identifying the analytical properties

Sensory analysis consists in identifying a set of sensory

descriptors that characterize a group of stimuli and further

evaluate the stimuli with respect to each descriptor. In the

present case where the stimuli are sounds, the sensory

descriptors are either acoustic descriptors or onomato-

poeias. Subjects first go through a training phase to improve

their sensory acuity before they evaluate the descriptors.

1. Stimuli

The corpus used in this study consisted of 26 selected

door-closure sounds (s1 to s26).

2. Sensory panel

The panel was composed of nine external subjects (the

judges), nonautomobile experts, chosen on the basis of their

sensory and logical aptitude and their motivation. Their

audition was tested. All of the nine judges were female

with an average age of 45 yr. They were paid for their

participation.

3. Procedure

The sessions lasted for 4 weeks. The availability of

equipment meant that the panel had to be divided into two

groups of four and five subjects. Each group performed two

sessions of 2 h per week, meaning that a total of eight ses-

sions of 2 h were performed. The sensory profile was devel-

oped in four stages: A semantic training phase to establish a

list of sensory descriptors characterizing the sound space, a

sensory training phase to improve the subjects’ sensory acu-

ity, a metrical training phase which consisted of using the

judgment scale and a final evaluation phase.

a. Semantic training (two sessions). The objective of

this phase was to establish a list of sensory descriptors. The

task of the judges was, first, to describe their sensations

based on their own individual listenings. Following this, the

experimenter discussed the initial list of descriptions with

the judges, in order to reduce the list by grouping together

those expressing the same sensations.

b. Sensory learning of the sensory profile (two

sessions). The judges were trained, on the one hand, to

improve their sensory acuity and, on the other hand, to

ensure that a consensus could be reached regarding each of

the descriptors. To this end, the judges carried out tests in

which the sounds were classified based on three intensity

levels (weak, medium, and strong). The judges’ individual

classifications were then compared and discussed in order to

reach a consensus regarding them.

c. Metrical learning of the sensory profile (two

sessions). The judges memorized the extremes of the classi-

fied sensations and practiced using the judgment scale. The

experimenter set up discussions, as required, to improve the

consensus within the group, highlighting difficulties (for

example, a non-discriminating descriptor) and verifying the

correct use of the scale (use of the limits, the distribution of

the sounds over the scale,…).

d. Sensory profile evaluation (two sessions). Finally,

the subjects carried out an evaluation of the sounds, descrip-

tor by descriptor and sound by sound. These evaluations

were conducted two to three times to verify the panel’s con-

sistency. The order of presentation of the sound samples was

based on a Latin squares design. The GUI was controlled by

Fizz software.

e. Sensory descriptors. The sensory descriptors

embody the analytical properties that can originate from

classical descriptors of sounds such as perceived intensity,

frequency or timbre, or they may be generated from onomat-

opoeia specifically characterizing the door-closure sounds,

like BON’M or KE. Details of their definition are presented

in Table I along with the related type of scale. Certain

descriptors, such as the intensity, are measured on a continu-

ous scale, others such as the properties BON’M KE, and

ESPACHOC have continuous values only if they are present

in the sound as they are only perceivable in certain sounds.

Finally, the descriptors “gris-gris” and “Triangle” have bi-

nary values, since they are either present in the sound or

absent from it.

B. Performance of the panel

For each continuously valued sensory descriptor, the

panel’s performance was measured with the aid of three cri-

teria: The discriminability of the sounds, the consistency of

the judges from one session to the next and the consensus

between the judges. To test these three criteria, a three-factor

(Sound, Judge, Consistency) analysis of variance was carried

out. The factor Judge, was set as random to take into account

the Judge Sound interaction in the effect of Sound. The

results of the analyses are shown in Table II.

The analyses reveal that the effect of Sound is signifi-

cant, meaning that the sounds were well discriminated. The

TABLE I. Definition of analytical properties of door-closure sounds

obtained from the sensory panel.

Descriptors Definition Type

INTENSE Possessing a high sound level Continuous

LONG Possessing a long duration Continuous

BON’M Presenting a loud “BON’M” sound. Abs/Continuous

KE Begins with a sound

pronounced as “KE”

Abs/Continuous

ESPACHOC Presenting clear

silences between two impacts

Abs/Continuous

Triangle Presenting a loud high

note at the end of a sound

Specific

gri-gri Presenting strong oscillations Specific
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effect of Consistency as well as the Sound-Consistency inter-

action are not significant. The panel was, on the whole,

repeatable despite a lack of consistency in the case of one or

more judges regarding certain descriptors (the Judge-

Consistency interaction is significant). Finally, the effect of

Judge is significant, meaning that the judges did not all use

the scales in the same manner. The Judge-Sound interaction

is also significant, thereby revealing a problem of consensus.

The individual performances of each judge were also exam-

ined with respect to the three previously mentioned criteria,

i.e., discriminability, repeatability, and consensus. The

results of the analyses are shown in Table III.

The ability to discriminate the sounds is confirmed by a

one-factor analysis of variance for the nine subjects and the

five continuous descriptors (p< 0.001) (except for judge 9

who did not evaluate the descriptor INTENSE). The consis-

tency is measured by taking into account the standard devia-

tion of all the scores attributed by a judge to all the sounds

during all repeated evaluation sessions (Table III). The panel

demonstrated good consistency for the descriptors,

INTENSE, BON’M, ESPACHOC, and LONG, and a

decrease in consistency for the descriptor KE (four subjects

showed only modest consistency). The consensus was ana-

lyzed using the percentage of inertia presented by the first

axis of the PCA (Sound, Judge) for each descriptor. It gives

an estimation of the spread of the judges over each compo-

nent. With an inertia of more than 70% on the first axis, we

found that the judges were in good agreement overall

regarding the descriptors ESPACHOC (80%), BON’M

(79%), KE (74%), and INTENSE (88%), but they were less

so for the descriptor LONG (65%).

Based on these analyses, we can conclude that the per-

formances of the panel were satisfactory and can proceed to

the consideration of the mean evaluations in the analytical

characterization of the door-closure sounds.

C. Sensory profile

Certain sounds feature specificities, such as the specific-

ity, “gris-gris” (Table I), which describes the vibrations in a

sound, can be identified in the sounds s21 and s25, and the

specificity, “Triangle,” which makes reference to a high fre-

quency component at the end of a sound, can be heard in the

sounds s13 and s22. These specificities become detectable

after a certain number of occurrences.

We obtained a characterization of the door-closure

sounds using analytical listening. However, describing

sounds by a set of analytical properties is only useful if these

properties are related to the ecological properties, i.e., what

the listeners perceive in their natural environment. A more

detailed description of the analytical properties is therefore

given in the next section where all the perceptual properties

are linked.

IV. A NETWORK OF PERCEPTUAL PROPERTIES

In this section, we describe how the evocations of qual-

ity and solidity can be linked to ecological properties and

how “expert” and naive ecological properties can be linked

to analytic properties to form a network of perceptual prop-

erties of car door sounds.

A. Link between ecological properties from naive
listeners

The ecological evaluation from naive listeners revealed

that 5 out of the 26 door closure sounds studied were char-

acterized as “badly closed” doors. Although we do not have

sufficient data to draw a definite conclusion regarding this

property, we believe that it might have affected the judg-

ment of perceived “quality” and “solidity.” It is worth not-

ing that these sounds differed from the others in distinct

manners as pointed out by the experts: In two of the sounds

the individual movements of the lock notches was heard

with ease (s12, s16), a sound related to the joints was heard

in sound s24 and sounds s21 and s25 contained vibrations.

These sounds were therefore not included in the further

analyses.

The relationships between the perceptual properties,

“door weight” and “energy of closure” and the evocations

“quality” and “solidity” were established by submitting the

corpus of the 21 remaining closure sounds considered as

reflecting “fully closed” doors to a linear regression analysis.

We used the LASSO regression (Matzner-Løber, 2006) to

estimate the models of these related data sets. The LASSO

regression offers a solution to the problem of the collinearity

of the variables by including a bias in the estimation of

coefficients, hence facilitating the reduction of the

TABLE II. Performance of the panel obtained from an analysis of variance

based on the three criteria: Discriminability of the sounds (Sound), repeat-

ability for each of the judges from one session to the next (Judge) and con-

sensus between the judges (Consistency).a

Df INTENSE BON’M ESPACHOC LONG KE

Sound 25 36.23*** 29.01*** 28.84*** 14.09*** 20.77***

Judge 8 13.48*** 16.65*** 12.8*** 9.84*** 24.41***

Consistency 2 1.31 0.47 0.82 3.36 1.09

Interaction 1–2 200 1.3* 2.76*** 3.41*** 3.99*** 2.97***

Interaction 1–3 50 0.91 0.98 1.2 0.85 0.95

Interaction 2–3 16 7.23*** 1 3.66*** 1.99* 2.92***

aThe p values are reported by ***(p< 0.001), **(p< 0.01), *(p< 0.05)

when coefficients are significant.

TABLE III. Standard deviation of marks given to all the sounds and repeti-

tions. The descriptor KE obtained the lowest consistency (Std> 2) for 4

subjects.

Subject INTENSE BON’M ESPACHOC LONG KE

Subject 1 1.8 2.08 0.48 1.44 2.06

Subject 2 1.35 1.37 1.64 1.51 1.77

Subject 3 1.23 1.11 1.33 1.45 1.86

Subject 4 1.50 1.22 1.97 1.39 2.13

Subject 5 1.99 1.60 1.43 1.65 2.07

Subject 6 1.69 1.80 1.07 1.56 1.66

Subject 7 1.25 1.32 0.81 1.57 1.88

Subject 8 2.06 1.80 0.96 1.72 1.53

Subject 9 X 1.66 0.91 1.64 2.06

PANEL 1.61 1.55 1.18 1.55 1.89
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variance. It yields more stable model coefficients compared

with multiple linear regression analysis, and it is selective.

In addition, the models are estimated using the “leave-one-

out” cross-validation criterion to assure their robustness

(Matzner-Løber, 2006). Various models are determined by

training on all n�1 data sets, and based on these predic-

tions, the coefficient of determination (R2val) is calculated.

The regressions allow us to quantify the relative importance

of the properties, “door weight” (P) and “energy of closure”

(E) in the evaluations of the associations’ quality and solid-

ity [Eqs. (1) and (2)],

Estimated quality ¼ 5:49þ 1:08P� 1:20E; (1)

Estimated solidity ¼ 5:43þ 1:34P� 1:38E; (2)

where the coefficient of determination of the estimated qual-

ity is R2val¼ 0.88 and of the estimated solidity is

R2val¼ 0.92.

These results reveal that the evocation of quality and so-

lidity are obtained from a heavy door and a gentle gesture.

The perceived energy of door closure had a greater negative

influence on the quality (53%) than on the solidity (22%)

(this association being effectively, more related to the object

than to the action, whereas the quality of the vehicle can

incorporate the notion of a well tuned door that can be closed

gently). Thus, we obtain a perceptual characterization of the

ecological properties of the door-closure sounds. The

“quality” evoked by the sound of the door closure depends

on the perceived “door weight” and the “energy of closure”;

a heavy door linked to a gentle gesture evokes an impression

of quality and vice versa. The impression of “solidity”

depends mainly on the perceived weight of the door. A door

may be judged as “badly closed” if one focuses on specific

characteristics such as the slow movement of the lock’s

notches, vibrations or joint noise.

B. Link between expert ecological listening and
analytic properties

The expert descriptions of the car door sounds can be

directly compared to the analytical properties. Sounds s21

and s25 which, according to the automobile experts, contain

vibrations are characterized by the presence of a “gri-gri,” in

sensory terms. Sounds s12 and s16, in which one can hear

the sound of the movement of the lock notches, are the two

sounds containing the most ESPACHOC. In contrast, the

presence of joint noise is not characterized by the sensory

panel, as only one sound (s24) contains this specificity. The

presence of the lock sound is linked to the descriptors KE,

BON’M, and INTENSE. In fact, we notice that those sounds

featuring mainly the lock sound (“lock” sounds: s1, s6, s7,

s12, s16, s18, s26) all score highly in relation to the property,

KE (>4) (and vice versa). We also noted that sounds scoring

weakly in the evaluation of KE and highly in the evaluation

of BON’M and INTENSE correspond to those for which the

lock sound was not distinctly heard and for which the impact

of the door panel was clearly perceived (“closure” sounds:

s3, s19, s20, s22, s23, s25). Therefore, we can say that the

property, KE, is related to the presence of a lock and the

property, BON’M, is related to the closure.

For sounds s12 and s16, the specificity, “badly closed”,

can be related to a strong ESPA-CHOC (movement of the

lock notches); for sounds s21 and s25 it can be associated

with the presence of “gri-gri” (vibrations). Sound s24, asso-

ciated with a “badly closed” door, is characterized, not by an

analytical property, but from an organic point of view as it is

the only sound to contain a strong joint noise. However, too

few sounds feature these specificities to allow us to general-

ize these observations. The specificity, TRIANGLE, does

not affect the impression of a door that is badly closed.

C. Link between naive ecological listening and
analytic properties

The links between the continuous natural properties,

“door weight” and “energy of closure,” and the analytical

properties were determined by LASSO regression [Eqs. (3)

and (4)], using the evaluations of the 26 door-closure

sounds,

Est door weight ¼ 5:01þ 0:76 BONM� 0:72KE; (3)

Est closure energy ¼ 4:54þ 2:45 INTENSE; (4)

where the coefficient of determination of the estimated door-

weight is R2val¼ 0.81 and of the estimated closure energy is

R2val¼ 0.93.

The perceived weight of the door is linked to the analyt-

ical properties KE and BOMN, which is dependent on the

pitch of the sound. The perceived energy of closure is linked

to the descriptor INTENSE.

The evoked associations (quality and solidity), the eco-

logical properties (door-weight, energy of closure, badly

closed door and the organic sources), and the analytical

properties (INTENSE, BON’M, KE, ESPACHOC, gri-gri)

all contribute to the perceptual characterization of the door-

closure sounds. The evoked associations are related to the

ecological properties characteristic of the event as perceived

in a real context, while the natural properties, in turn, can be

estimated by analytical properties. Therefore, the various

perceptual properties can be considered as forming part of a

perceptual network presenting a complete perceptual

description of the door-closure sound. If the analytical prop-

erties can be described by acoustic correlates, it should be

possible to extract what we perceive from the acoustic signal

as well.

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF DOOR-CLOSURE
SOUNDS BY SIGNAL PARAMETERS

In the previous sections we have shown how different

levels of perceptual properties can be linked together from

the analytical (i.e., low-level) properties to evoked associa-

tions (i.e., high-level properties). The analytical properties

constitute useful cues for the acoustic modeling of ecological

properties. Modeling the features KE and BON’M of the

sound seems more accessible as they more closely character-

ize the sound signal than the ecological properties associated
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with the door-closure sound, which are dependent upon

high-level cognitive processing.

Beyond these specificities which each require a dis-

tinct analysis (detecting a flaw), not dealt with in this part

of the study, the perceptual characterization of the door-

closure sounds is also based on a balance between the

properties KE and BON’M, which are themselves linked to

the presence of the lock sound. After decomposing the

door-closure sound “perceptually” into KE and BON’M

components we present a method for decomposing the sig-

nal with respect to these perceptual descriptors to finally

determine a list of associated acoustic descriptors for each

of these components.

A. Signal analysis with analytical properties in mind

The door-closure sounds are composed partly of a KE

component related to the “lock” and partly of a BON’M

component related to the “closure” (sound of car door/trunk

panel impact). Therefore, we were able to tackle our problem

better by including a source separation stage using these two

principal components. A method of source separation by

physical models was considered too problematic to apply in

this case given the number of inter-dependent sources con-

tributing to the sound (joints, door, lock, etc.). Furthermore,

our aim was to carry out a separation into “perceived” sour-

ces. In fact, that which the automobile expert perceives as a

“lock” sound or the sensory expert as “KE” is not strictly

related to the impact sound of lock notches on the strike

plate. Joint noise or noise from the door rods could combine

with it at the very moment it contributes to the metallic as-

pect of the sound. In contrast, filtering in the time-frequency

domain did not succeed in separating the “lock” and

“closure” sounds, since it distorted either the lock impact

sound or the low frequency resonance. Actually, both

“lock” and “closure” sounds are characterized by their

impulsive behavior, implying broadband frequency con-

tents that may overlap and make a separation by filtering

impossible. Moreover, these two components occur almost

simultaneously, meaning that a time separation is also

impossible. Thus, we proposed to use an alternative signal

decomposition approach called the Empirical Mode

Decomposition (EMD) method that decomposes a signal

into a number of independent basic modes entangled in

the time-frequency domain. These modes can further be

combined to reconstruct the lock and the closure contribu-

tions, even though they were mixed in the time-frequency

domain.

1. Empirical Mode Decomposition

The EMD method was introduced by Huang et al.
(1998) and has proved attractive because of the simplicity of

its underlying principles, despite not permitting an analytic

formulation. The essence of this method is to identify itera-

tively intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) of the signal, both

amplitude and frequency modulated, separating locally (on

an oscillatory scale) a “fast” component from a slower pat-

tern. This is done by pointing out the located maxima and

minima of the signal, then constructing the superior and

inferior envelopes, and finally the mean envelope. The first

mode is thus obtained. The algorithm is then processed on

the rest of the signal, until the second mode is obtained. By

finding EMD modes, the rest of the signal (the residue) has

less and less extrema. The decomposition process stops

when the last residue has only three extrema. The signal can

be perfectly reproduced by simple addition of the modes. In

the absence of a priori information regarding the decomposi-

tion, the iterative process of EMD explores a signal sequen-

tially according to its “natural” scales. The EMD method is

only defined algorithmically; it is studied from the point of

view of its theory, its performance and its application, fol-

lowing numerical simulations using well-controlled signals.

It also presents, in particular, the properties of locality,

adaptability and time-frequency filtering (Flandrin and

Gonçalves, 2004; Flandrin et al., 2004). This method, intui-

tively used, was justified a posteriori.

2. Applying the decomposition to the door-closure
sound

We applied the EMD method to decompose the door-

closure sound into a “lock” sound and a “closure” sound.

This decomposition is illustrated with three examples: A

sound that is more “lock” in character (s26), a sound that is

more “closure” in character (s20) and a sound that contains

both, “lock/closure” (s4). We began by carrying out an EMD

decomposition, then we recombined the EMD modes into

two signals to construct the “lock” and “closure” sounds.

These reconstructions of the “lock” and “closure” sounds

were carried out by partial recombination of modes 1 to 6,

and of modes 6 to the last mode, respectively. Figure 2 illus-

trates this process applied to the sound s4. Figure 3 clearly

shows the interest of the EMD method, which enables a neat

source separation that conserves important perceptual cues,

linked to both their time and frequency supports. Sound s20

presents a much weaker “lock” than “closure” component.

This could easily be perceived by ear. In contrast, sound s26

presents a much stronger “lock” than “closure” component.

Sound s4 presents a balance of both.

The 26 door-closure sounds of our study were, thus, sys-

tematically decomposed into a “lock” sound and a “closure”

FIG. 2. Example of modes obtained by the Empirical Mode Decomposition

(EMD) method applied to the sound s4. The “lock” contribution of this

sound is obtained by adding modes 1 to 6 and the “closure” contribution by

addition modes 6 to the last mode.
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sound. The success of the decompositions were validated by

expert listening to the “door,” “lock,” and “closure” signals.

B. Acoustic analysis of lock and closure contributions

The 26 door-closure signals of the perceptual study

were, to begin with, decomposed into “lock” sounds and

“closure” sounds. The “lock” sound is composed mainly of

three rapidly damped impact sounds while the “closure”

sound is composed of a lower frequency impact with a

slower attack and damped portion.

1. Time-ERB representation

The “lock” and “closure” components of the s4 door-

closure sound were analyzed by a time-ERB representation

(Patterson et al., 1995). The impact signals were analyzed

using time-scale representations from which the initial spec-

tral distributions and the damping laws were extracted. The

time-scale representation used was taken from (Aramaki and

Kronland-Martinet, 2006) and takes into account basilar

membrane filtering. The 41 analysis windows were centered

at each ERB interval, and their bandwidth was defined such

that two successive windows overlap at the point where the

maximum amplitude decreases by a factor of
ffiffiffi

2
p

. Gaussian

analysis windows were selected as they have the advantage

of minimizing the Gabor-Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

Then, the main impacts were identified. Three main impacts

identified from the largest values of high frequency energy

densities (ERB> 20; f> 1800 Hz) as a function of time cre-

ated the “lock” sound. The selected peaks had to be sepa-

rated by at least 13 ms so that the impacts would be

perceptually salient and would not be affected by temporal

masking. The single impact of the “closure” component was

isolated as the largest value of high frequency energy density

(ERB> 3; f> 100 Hz) as a function of time. In our example

(Fig. 4), the impacts of the “lock” component are separated

by 17.4 and 21.7 ms, while the impact of the “closure” com-

ponent appears just after the second “lock” component

impact. The impact of the “closure” sound and the second

impact of the “lock” sound may have similar physical ori-

gins, but they are dealt with independently in the analysis.

2. Acoustic descriptors

The levels, for each ERB band, of the three impacts of

the “lock” sound were calculated over a duration of 4.5 ms,

while those of the lower frequency “closure” impacts were

calculated over a duration of 13.6 ms. The damping coeffi-

cients, for each ERB band, of the last “lock” impact and the

“closure” impact were also calculated. As the first “lock”

impacts were not temporally distinguishable, their damping

could not be measured easily and were masked by the fol-

lowing impacts. The damping coefficients of these impacts

were modeled by constants indexed by the inter-impact dura-

tions. To distinguish these impact sounds, a damping coeffi-

cient (a) was chosen so that the signal amplitude was

reduced by 20 dB with the arrival of the following impact:

FIG. 3. (Color online) Wavelet transform of an original door-closure sound (1st column), the “lock” contribution (2nd column) and the “closure” contribution

(3rd column) of the sounds s26 (1st row), s4 (2nd row) and s20 (3rd row). The sound s26 is characterized by the listeners as a “Lock” sound, s4 as a

“Lock/closure” sound while s20 is characterized as a “Closure” sound.
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a ¼ ln 10ð Þ=d; (5)

where d is the inter-impact duration.

Each door-closure sound was decomposed into four

impacts, i.e., three impacts for the “lock” component and

one impact for the “closure” component. The three impacts

of the “lock” component were characterized by their tempo-

ral position (Tclic), the level (L) of the initial spectral distri-

bution, the spectral spread (Spread), the sub-band of the

maximum energy (Bmax), and the damping law of the last

impact sound for which we calculated the average band and

the bandwidth (Bandmean, Bandnum). The impact of the

“closure” component was characterized by the temporal

position (Tclose), the level (Lclose) of the initial spectral

distribution, the spectral centroid (SCclose), and the damp-

ing law approximated by an exponential function (two pa-

rameters: A and B). An overview of the acoustic descriptors

is given in Table IV.

C. Relation between perceptual properties and signal
parameters

The aim of our study was to predict the perceptual prop-

erties on the basis of linear combinations of the acoustic

descriptors. For each perceptual property, descriptors were

selected with the help of step-by-step regressions and linear

relations were established by Ridge regression with the

“leave-one-out” cross-validation criterion (Matzner-Løber,

2006). The Ridge regression offered a solution to the prob-

lem of the colinearity of the acoustic descriptors by allowing

a bias in the estimation of coefficients to reduce variance.

The cross-validation ensured that the models conserved their

robustness when dealing with new stimuli; it consisted in

determining different models by learning for all n-1 datasets

and in calculating the coefficient of determination from these

predictions.

The relationship between the natural properties, the

evoked associations and the acoustic descriptors were

FIG. 4. (Color online) Impacts of the “lock” contribution (left) and the “closure” contribution (right) for the sound s4. The maximum values of the 3 impacts

of the “lock” component and the impact of the “closure” component are indicated by vertical, dotted lines.

TABLE IV. Definition of acoustic descriptors of door-closure sounds.

Acoustic Descriptors Definition

Lclic Mean level of the 3 “lock” sound impacts

L1 Initial level of the 1st “lock” sound impact

Bmax1 ERB sub-band of the peak energy of the 1st “lock” sound impact

Spread1 Spectral spread of the initial spectral distribution of 1st “lock" sound impact

L2 Initial level of the 2nd “lock” sound impact.

Bmax2 ERB sub-band of peak energy of 2nd “lock” sound impact.

Spread2 Spectral spread of the initial spectral distribution of 2nd “lock" sound impact

L3 Initial level of the 3rd “lock” sound impact.

Bmax3 ERB sub-band of the peak energy of the 3rd “lock” sound impact

Spread3 Spectral spread of the initial spectral distribution of 3rd “lock” sound impact

Bandmean Mean ERB sub-band of minimum damping of 3rd “lock” sound impact

Bandnum Number of ERB sub-bands of minimum damping of 3rd “lock” sound impact

Lclose Initial level of the “closure” sound impact

SCclose Initial spectral centroid of the “closure” sound impact

Slope Decay coefficient of the initial spectral distribution of the “closure” sound impact

AB Approximation function coefficient of the damping law of the “closure” sound impact.¼Aexp(B�ERB)

Tclic3-Tclic2 “Inter-impact” duration between the 3rd and the 2nd “lock sound impact

Tclic2-Tclic1 “Inter-impact” durations between the 2nd and the 1st “lock sound impact

Tclic1-Tclose “Inter-impact” durations between the 1st “lock sound impact and the “closure” sound impact
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established for all the 26 sounds studied, with the exception

of sounds s12 and s21 that featured strong vibrations (s21)

and had widely spaced lock notches (s12). These specificities

were excluded from our study. The relationships obtained

and the associated coefficients of determination (R2val) are

summarized below (Table V).

The perceptual properties were estimated from the

acoustic descriptors L1, L2, L3, Lclic. Bandmean, Lclose,

SCclose, Slope, Tclic3-Tclose, Tclic3-Tclic2. The quality of

our estimations (predicted vs measured data) is illustrated in

Fig. 5 (for analytical properties), and Fig. 6 (for natural prop-

erties and evoked associations).

VI. NETWORK

The acoustic descriptors selected characterize the net-

work of perceptual properties of the door-closure sounds as

follows:

(1) The related properties, INTENSE and “Energy of

closure” were both estimated using the initial closure

level (Lclose) and the initial spectral centroid of the

impact of the “closure” component (SC close). The more

forcefully the door is closed, the more significant the

contribution of the “closure” component compared to the

“lock” component.

(2) The KE property emerges when the “lock” component

(Lclick) increases in significance with respect to the

“closure” component (Lclose) and the inter-impact dura-

tions (Tclick3-Tclose, Tclick3-Tclick2). The greater the

temporal distance between the impacts, the more the

sound is evaluated in terms of KE. This is true particu-

larly in the case of the last impact of the “lock” compo-

nent and the impact of the “closure” component.

(3) The importance of the BON’M property contribution is

inversely related to the level of the last impact of the

“lock” component (L3) and directly related to the level

of the first impact (L1) and the initial level of the closure

component (Lclose). Thus, the BON’M property

emerges when we hear a single impact associated with

the low frequency resonance.

(4) The “Door weight” property is estimated from the level

of the last impact of the “lock” component (L3) relative

to that of the “closure” component (Lclose). As for the

BON’M property, the Lclose property has to be weak to

give the impression of a heavy door. It is also dependent

on the frequencies related to the minimum damping

coefficient of the last “lock” impact (Bandmean); the

lower the frequencies, the greater the impression of a

heavy door. Finally, this property is linked to the decay

coefficient of the initial spectral spread of the “closure”

FIG. 5. Predicted versus measured analytical properties for the descriptors KE, BONM and INTENSE.

TABLE V. Prediction models of perceptual properties and associated R2val (coefficient of determination obtained by cross validation).

Estimated property Prediction models R2val

INTENSE 0.28Lcloseþ 0.81SCclose - 25 0.84

BON’M �0.42(L3 - Lclose)þ 0.14L1 - 10 0.72

KE 0.48(Lclic- Lclose) � 0.04(Tclic3 - Tclose) � 0.09(Tclic3 - Tclic2)þ 10 0.78

Door weight �0.26(L3 - Lclose) � 0.12Bandmeanþ 0.80Slopeþ 5 0.83

Energy of closure 0.32Lcloseþ 0.68SCclose � 27 0.87

Solidity �(L3 - Lclose) � L2þ Slope 0.62

Quality -0.40Lclicþ 0.41L1þ 21 0.75
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component (Slope). The lower the slope value, the

greater the number of high frequencies in the “closure”

component and the greater the impression of a heavy

door. Although not very intuitive, this result can be

explained by the fact that door sounds characterized by

high “energy of closure” and with a lower slope value

generally feature BON’M to a greater degree than

sounds of low “energy of closure.” Thus, they are associ-

ated with the sound of a heavy door.

(5) The evoked impression of “solidity” is associated with

the level of the last impact of the “lock” component (L3)

relative to the level of the “closure” component (Lclose),

as for the properties, BON’M and “Door weight,” and to

the slope of the initial spectral distribution of the

“closure” component (Slope), as for the property “Door

weight.” The “solidity” is also inversely related to the

level of the second “lock” impact (L2); the weaker this

impact, the more the sound evokes an impression of

solidity.

(6) Finally, the evoked impression of “quality” is negatively

related to mean impact level of the three “lock” compo-

nents (Lclick) and positively so to the level of the first

impact of the “lock” component (L1). Therefore, the

higher the level of the first impact, the more the sound

evokes an impression of quality.

These results enabled to link acoustic descriptors and

perceptual properties as shown in Fig. 7

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The aim of this work was to propose a predicative

model of the relationship between the perceived car quality

and solidity induced by door-closure sounds and acoustic

FIG. 6. Predicted versus measured natural properties and evoked associations. The data marked with circles correspond to sounds s12 and s21 that strongly dif-

fer from the other sounds by their marked vibrations (s21) and widely spaced lock notches (s12) and are therefore not taken into account in the models.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Diagram of perceptual properties and acoustic

correlates.
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descriptors. Perceptual judgments of real sounds obtained

from recordings of car doors (different brands and segments)

related to high-and low-level perceptual attributes were

therefore investigated as well as the corresponding acousti-

cal and mechanical properties.

The perceptual judgment of car doors were obtained

from several listening tests. Following Gaver’s definition

(Gaver, 1993a), both analytical and ecological listening was

considered.

In the case of analytical listening, the sound signal is

described without reference to the event. Even if analytical

listening is generally considered artificial and does not play

a role in the perceptual process as assumed by direct percep-

tion theory, it is used here as a help to reveal perceptually

relevant signal morphologies. To incite subjects to character-

ize sounds in this way, a sensory analysis method was used.

This approach revealed that the door-closure sound is

described mainly by the intensity and by the onomatopoeia,

BONM and KE, hereby reflecting the perceptual importance

of a low-frequency contribution (BONM) and a high-

frequency contribution (KE) in the car door signal.

In the case of ecological listening, the event associated

with the sound characterized by a set of natural properties as

well as the evoked associations is described. The ecological

description of a door-closure sound depends on the listener’s

need to understand the world with which he or she interacts;

the “heavy” door is not a satisfactory description for a physi-

cist, but it is well understood by the individual who is accus-

tomed to closing car doors and who, therefore, infers its

associated action from the sound heard (mirror neurons).

Ecological listening, therefore, depends on the listener’s ex-

pertise. Consequently, listening tests with both naive and

expert listeners were performed. The evaluations obtained

from this kind of listening strongly depends on context-

related factors: A comparative study of evaluations made in

real and laboratory settings showed a strong role of a

vehicle’s image in evaluations of its quality based on the

door-closure sound (Bezat et al., 2006; Bezat, 2007). The

laboratory setting used in the present study (where only audi-

tory stimuli were presented) enabled the listeners to focus on

ecological properties in a more “impoverished,” controlled

setting and, thus, to achieve more precise quantifications.

The listening tests revealed that naive listeners were able to

discriminate the doors by their quality, solidity, energy of

closure, door weight, and door-closure effectiveness in a

coherent manner. This is in line with previous studies by

Kuwano et al. (2006) that resulted in coherent quality evalu-

ations of car door sounds across subjects from semantic dif-

ferential tests based on a predefined adjective scale. The

expert listeners identified the organic sources of the door-

closure sound (i.e., lock and closure contributions) in con-

trast to the more macroscopic evaluations of the naive

listeners.

These different listening tests enabled to establish a net-

work of perceptual properties of door-closure sounds

(Fig. 7). It was hereby shown that the impression of solidity

and quality was linked to the sensation of a heavy door and a

gentle gesture, which in turn was characterized by the sen-

sory panel as sounds without flaws (ex. vibrations), low-

pitched with little lock presence (strong BONM and weak

KE) and of low intensity. The influence of the weight of the

car door on the perceived quality was also confirmed by

Scholl and Amman (1999) in a study where car door noises

were evaluated after physical modifications of the car door

sources.

To further associate acoustic properties to the perceptual

evaluations, the perceived analytic properties as well as the

expert evaluations of the car door sounds brought important

cues to the identification of perceptually relevant signal pa-

rameters. As already mentioned, the analytical evaluations

revealed the presence of high and low-frequency impacts.

This was coherent with the expert evaluations that focused

on the presence of the lock (high-frequency) and closure

(low-frequency) contribution, which suggests that the sen-

sory panel participants unconsciously identified the lock and

closure contribution, respectively, by the KE and the BONM

onomatopoeias. These two aspects are not easy to distinguish

from traditional signal analysis, since they have overlapping

frequency contents and occur almost simultaneously. An em-

pirical mode decomposition method (EMD) turned out to be

efficient to separate the lock and closure contributions in a

satisfactory manner from a perceptual point of view. The

principle behind this method is to iteratively identify signal

modes modulated both in amplitude and frequency by

locally separating a rapid contribution from a slower one.

Hence, the closure sound is obtained from the six first modes

and the lock sound from higher-order modes.

Intuitively, analogies between the method and the func-

tioning of the basilar membrane can be drawn. Moore and

Glasberg (1983) suggested describing the patterns of excita-

tion at the level of the basilar membrane as the output of a

bank of auditory filters whose bandwidths (critical bands)

increase as a function of the center-frequency constant Df/f.
The filtering carried out by EMD uses a constant Df/f
(Flandrin et al., 2004), and its procedure proves “simpler”

than existing models of basilar membrane filtering. In addi-

tion, like the basilar membrane, this filtering is adaptive; it

can adapt itself to the principal components of a signal.

Finally, it allows nonlinear decompositions.

Further investigations on the lock and closure parts of

the signal (separated by the EMD decomposition) revealed

that the lock contribution is mainly composed of three rap-

idly damped impacts, while the closure sound is composed

of one low-frequency impact. The energy level, temporal

positions, spectral content and damping laws were consid-

ered as main acoustic descriptors for these signals and were

related to the perceptual properties by a Ridge regression

method. The perception of quality and solidity could hereby

be linked to the relative level of certain impacts and the

decay of the closure component. The perceptual importance

of the decay of impact sounds is in line with previous

“perceptual” models of impact sounds (Aramaki et al.,
2010b; Aramaki et al., 2010a; Aramaki et al., 2011;

Giordano and McAdams, 2006; McAdams et al., 2010).

The statistical relationship between perceptual proper-

ties and acoustic descriptors allow those working in industry

to carry out a diagnostic of a given door-closure sound and,

in particular, to position it on a scale of perceived quality.
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These relations convey the optimal balance of acoustic

descriptors obtained from a corpus of sounds, but they do

not describe the causal relations between the descriptors and

the perceptual properties. In particular, they do not account

for the specific effects of acoustic descriptors for a given

sound and do not contribute to specifying the changes

required to improve a certain door-closure sound. Rather

than wanting to just predict the perceptual properties, our

aim is to control them using the acoustic signal. Therefore,

an analysis-synthesis approach is envisaged. Note that a per-

fect resynthesis will not be needed in this case, since the aim

is to identify the principal perceptual properties characteris-

tic of these sounds. According to Li�enard (2002), “the higher

level description of a signal is […] complete if it is capable

of reconstructing, by synthesis, a signal that is perceptually

equivalent to the initial signal.” Carrying out perceptual tests

on these controlled synthesized sounds would allow us to

study, in a systematic fashion, the relations between the

acoustic signal and the perceptual properties. This aspect

will be presented in a companion article.
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